Air Force Research Laboratory
https://afrlscholars.usra.edu/

POSITION TITLE: Scholars Program

POSITION LOCATION: Valparaiso, FL; Albuquerque, NM; Dayton, OH

POSITION DESCRIPTION:
The Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) is seeking students in all academic levels interested in joining scientists and engineers on cutting-edge research and paid internships in technology that directly supports our nation’s defense. The AFRL Scholars Program is a unique opportunity for students interested in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) to gain valuable hands-on experience and contribute to research-based projects. Graduate interns are also able to collaborate with AFRL on current research and incorporate the research into their graduate work. Benefits include:

- Exciting research topics
- Technical training
- Mentorship from experienced AFRL scientists and engineers
- Opportunities to tour AFRL laboratories
- Networking through social events
- Competitive stipend rates

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS:
- GPA of 3.0 on 4.0 scale highly encouraged
- Must be a United States citizen
- Must be enrolled or accepted at an educational institution taking at least half-time academic course load leading to a degree or certificate for semester immediately preceding internship session
- Must be in good academic standing
- Must be at least sixteen years of age and have valid driver’s license
- Must be available to work full-time (forty hours per week)
- Must be willing to temporarily relocate to physical work location
- Must be able to take personal responsibility for arranging transportation to and from worksite each day
- Must be able to pass background check, potentially resulting in a Secret Security Clearance

HOW TO APPLY:
Interested applicants should fill out an online application.